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Abstract. The world of Internet of Things (IoT) and ubiquitous computing lead the computing
systems integrate sensors and handheld devices into a common platform to offer new services.
Participatory Sensor Network (PSN) is one of such a network which is formed in an ad-hoc basis.
The success of such network always depends on the quality of data shared by the participants.
Privacy concern is one of the main reasons why an individual may not prefer to share their sensitive
data. Not many research works have been performed to preserve the privacy of individual data
in a PSN. On the other hand, Named Data Network (NDN), an instance of Information-Centric
Network (ICN), is an alternative of TCP/IP that inherently considers the concern of security
as opposed to TCP/IP. By default, NDN ensures the privacy of the data consumer but it fails
to ensure the same for data provider. In this paper, we propose a ring signature based NDN to
ensure the privacy of the data provider. Our proposed solution seems to be effective based on the
performance and security analysis.
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Introduction

Making the good use of information is the essence of ICT itself. In other words,
information itself cannot benefit if it is not harnessed properly. Participatory Sensor Network (PSN) is a dynamically formed network which depends on the data
shared by participants. The growth of mobile devices such as smart phones, tablet
computers, which have multiple sensors has increased the number of applications
of PSN. Environmental database, weather forecasting, vehicular networks, cooperative societies, urban mobility, traffic congestion control etc. are some of the
applications from endless possibilities that relies on the shared information in a
PSN infrastructure. There are many challenges involved in PSN. Routing protocol,
mobility management, security, privacy etc. are some of the challenges highlighted
and some solutions provided in some of the research works - [1], [2], [3]. Privacy
matters of PSN got attention in some works as well [4], [5]. But not many of them
provide practical and efficient solution. Named Data Networking (NDN) [6] is an
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alternative to TCL/IP that ensures some of the security aspects inherently by design. Naturally the question should arise, can NDN be used in PSN to resolve some
of the security questions in PSN? But there is almost no work found to implement
PSN on NDN infrastructure.
In this paper we propose a ring signature based NDN to preserve the privacy
of data consumer and providers. This initiative is expected to encourage future
research in the area of NDN based PSN applications. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the necessary background information, section
3 discusses our proposed solution. Security of the proposed system is analyzed in
section 4 and finally the paper is concluded in section 5.

2
2.1

Background
Participatory Sensor Network

In Participatory Sensor Network, the participating nodes join together to form
a network in ad-hoc manner. As the popularity of Internet of Things (IoT) and
ubiquitous computing increase, the research implication on PSN increases as well.
Figure 1 briefly shows how the communication in a PSN is unsafe as intruders can
intercept the communication between nodes. Many challenging issues in PSN can
be explored in [7]. In this paper, we elaborate and provide a solution to the issue of
participants’ privacy. Since the participating nodes may belong to multiple owners,
naturally they would not voluntarily participate if privacy is not preserved.

Fig. 1. A typical Participatory Sensor Network infrastructure

2.2

Privacy concerns in PSN

The data itself of a typical PSN can be secure enough in a sense that it is encrypted
by the sender and only receiver can decrypt the data. But this does not ensure the
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privacy of the sender and receiver. There are several research works highlighting
the privacy matters of such network using cryptographic techniques - [8], [9] and
obfuscation technique - [4], [10], [11]. Though each of the techniques may have
advantage over the other [12], we are not elaborating that in this paper as our
objective is to ensure the privacy when PSN is deployed in NDN. Performance-wise
the use of NDN in resource constrained networks like IoT is satisfactory [13] in
terms of volume of data traffic and service delivery time.
Apart from the data itself, the privacy concerns in a PSN can be broadly classified into two categories:
– Location Privacy: Though the data shared by one node might be encrypted,
it is not easy to hide the location of the node while preserving data integrity.
The TCP/IP model keeps the source and destination IP address of every packet
within the packet itself [14]. Some research works have been performed to secure
the location privacy such as- [15],[16],[17] etc.
– Trajectory Privacy: Sometimes exact sensitive information of the node might be
secure but it may reveal some other information which may help the adversary
guess about some of the sensitive information. As for example, a node may secure
its location but it may share the weather of the city it resides to the server. Now
if the server has the weather forecasting of many cities, it can simply compare
the weather and can guess about the location of the node. Some cryptography
and trusted third party based solutions towards location privacy include [18],
[19], [20] etc.
2.3

Named Data Networking

Before TCP/IP, the telephony used to deal point-to-point conversation between two
parties. The solution offered by TCP/IP was immense and it was able to change the
world drastically. The TCP/IP inherently designed without considering the security
matter itself. This source and destination address/location centric approach has
other problems as well, such as - scalability and mobility [6], [21].
These disadvantages of TCP/IP prompted researchers towards the concept of
Information-Centric Network (ICN) [22]. NDN is a subset of ICN that identifies a
chunk of data as the provider of information. In NDN project [6], NDN is described
as layer of hourglass, same like that of Internet with some variations as depicted in
figure 2 and discussed in detail in [21].
The data structure maintained, in each network device, by NDN has three
major components as follows, also depicted in figure 4:
– Content Store (CS): This table keeps the valid data packet that is available to
be used. If the requested data is found in CS table, the node can return the
data and ignore the interest packet.
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Fig. 2. Internet and NDN hourglass architecture [21]

– Pending Interest Table (PIT): If the requested data is not found in CS table,
the node adds an entry in PIT to indicate that the response for this data is
pending. Once the data is made available this entry is erased and the data is
stored in CS.
– Forwarding Information Base (FIB): FIB works like a routing table. Based on
the data name prefix, this table will indicate which face the Interest packet
should be forwarded to.
There are two kinds of NDN packets - Interest Packet and Data Packet.
When a consumer needs a data, it initiates the interest packet and sends to the
router. When the router receives the requested data from the provider, known as the
Data Packet, it forwards the packet to the consumer. A typical Interest Packet
and Data Packet activities are depicted in the figure 3.

Fig. 3. NDN packet activity flow diagram
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2.4 Privacy Concerns in NDN
The privacy concern of an NDN or content centric networking may arise in following
areas [23].
– Content Privacy: The Deep Packet Inspection [24] of IP network is more applicable in the case of NDN since the data packets reside in routers which might be
used by the attackers for analysis. In this paper we propose the ring signature
based solution to address the content privacy.
– Signature Privacy: In NDN the signature and the data is coupled together to
ensure data integrity. Attacker may learn easily about who produced a particular
data. This signature privacy issue is also addressed in our proposed solution in
this paper.
– Cache Privacy: In NDN data packets are cached in all the routers the data travel
through. If the attacker analyze the timing of the data storage and retrieval,
he may guess about the distance of the data consumer [25]. Some solution
approaches are discussed in [23].
– Name Privacy: The name field of the interest and data packet is a public field
which is used to reach the data producer. Moreover it may give an indication of the data type and producer’s location. As for example a name field
/samsung/aus/mel/branch5/dec2019/customerlist suggests that the data is
about the list of customers of a branch of Samsung in Melbourne. Some solution can be proposed based on the direction discussed in [26], [27].
2.5

Ring Signature

In this proposed solution we use the concept of ring signature [28] to ensure the
data provider’s privacy. 1 − out − of − n signature scheme convinces a verifier that
a message is signed by one of the members of a group of size n, without knowing
the exact signer.
1 − out − of − n signature scheme, let’s say S1,n, consists of three following
functions [28]:
– Key generation: tt1,n(1k) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes security parameter k and produce private key sk and public key pk. That is (sk, pk) ← tt1,n(1k).
– Signature: S1sk,n(m, L) takes message m and a list L of public keys and produce
,n(m, L)
a ring signature δ. That is δ ← S1sk
– Verification:VL1,n(m, δ) takes message m and signature δ and produce the output
1 or 0. If the signature matches the output is 1, otherwise 0. That is 1/0 ←
VL1,n(m, δ)
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3

Proposed NDN based Privacy Preservation in PSN

In our proposed privacy preserved PSN let us assume there are maximum n number
of participating nodes. They are randomly located within an area with any typical
mobility model [29] and routing protocols [30]. For simplicity, we would not elaborate the issue of mobility or routing protocols in this solution. Next few subsections
present our proposed solution in detail.
3.1

Components

– Node: There are n number of participants N1, N2, ..., Nn. Each one equipped
with the necessary cryptographic keys, private key sk and public key pk as
described in section 2.5. As these are also NDN nodes, the other data structures
CS, PIT and FIB, as discussed in section 2.3, will be part of the nodes as
depicted in figure 4. The list of interfaces, i.e. the list of neighboring nodes are
also shown in the anatomy of the node.

Fig. 4. Anatomy of a participatory node

– Router: By definition, all participants in a PSN are eligible to work as a router.
– Interface (Face): Interface or in short Face is a list of neighboring nodes of a
particular node. In figure 4 this particular node has one interface for incoming
and another one for outgoing traffic.
– Interest Packet: Whenever any node would require to access any data, it will
initiate an Interest Packet. The most important field of an Interest packet is
the Name which is formed using a pre-stipulated mechanism detailed in [6].
– Data Packet: The provider creates a Data Packet that contains following important fields - Name, Metadata, Content and Signature, as shown in figure 5,
which are computed by the provider as follows:
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•
•
•
•

Name: The Name field will be created as it is created in Interest Packet
Metadata: This field contains the type, validity period etc. of the data.
Content: Actual data in plain-text.
Signature: The digital signature calculated using the ring signature mechanism discussed in section 2.5.

Fig. 5. Data packet structure and an example

3.2

Operations

In the proposed PSN there are n number of nodes N1, N2, ...Nn. Each node Ni have
public key pk Ni and private key skNi generated using the key generation algorithm.
The list of public keys L = {pk N1, pk N2, ..., pkNn}.
When any node has a chunk of data to share, it will create a data packet
according to Algorithm 1 and enters the data in its CS table. When a node receives
an Interest Packet from one of its incoming face, it runs the Algorithm 2. When a
requester or an intermediate node receives a data packet, it takes action according
to the Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 1 Create Data Packet
input : m, L
Begin
Name = CreateName()
Metadata = CreateMetadata()
1 ,n(m, L
δ ← Ssk
DataPacket = FormDataPacket(Name, Metadata, m, δ)
CS ← DataPacket
End
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Algorithm 2 Response to Interest Packet
input : Face0, Interest Packet(IP )
output : Data Packet
Begin
if Name=IP.Name then
return CS.Data
discard IP
else
/*Broadcast the interest packet to all faces*/
add detail in PIT
OF=getOutFace(FIB,IP.Name)
CallRecursively(OF,IP)
end if
End

Algorithm 3 Reception of Data Packet
input : DataPacket(DP )
output : Face, Data Packet
Begin
CS.Data = DP
/*Gets the corresponding face from PIT table*/
OF = PIT.Face
/*Deletes the corresponding entry in PIT*/
Delete DP entry in PIT
return OF, DP
End
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A participatory sensor node performs all the operations based on the input it
may receive via any face and the state it is in. Let us name various states of a node
N as follows:
– NCS : N has the data in its cache if NCS = 1. Otherwise NCS = 0.
– NP IT : If NP IT = 1, N has an entry in PIT for the data asked. Otherwise
NP IT = 0
– NF IB : If NF IB = 1, N has an entry. Otherwise NF IB = 0
Each node will move from state to state based on its current state and input it
receives. The state diagram is shown in figure 6.

Fig. 6. State diagram of operations
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Security Analysis

In this section we analyze the security of the, specifically the privacy of the participating node which shares some data. As the nature of NDN, the location of
the node is unknown to anyone. The data of the Data Packet is signed using ring
signature to ensure the integrity without revealing the identity of the owner. Let
us consider following scenario to analyze the security:
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4.1

Data Consumer’s Privacy

The data consumer node, let’s say node r initiates the Interest Packet which
is then forwarded to the neighboring interface. The packet does not contain any
information about the consumer’s identity. The neighboring interface has no means
to guess whether the packet is initiated by node r or just forwarded by r as part
of routing service. At the same time, when the Data Packet arrives back to r, the
neighboring nodes will have no means to guess whether r receives the packet for
itself or it will forward to other node. Hence, the receiver’s privacy is preserved.
4.2 Data Provider’s Privacy
In the proposed solution, the data provider node, lets say d, is part of n number of
participating nodes. By using the ring signature mechanism we ensure that no one
within the network would be able to guess which node out of n nodes has provided
the data. When d creates a data packet, it simply creates using the algorithm 1
and place the data in CS. Thus there would not be any difference if d is keeping its
own data in CS or it received the data from neighboring interface.
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Conclusion

Named Data Networking an instance of Information-Centric Network focuses on
data as opposed to physical location of the involved parties. As security is a design
consideration of NDN, it ensures some of the security issues, such as - data integrity,
recipient privacy etc. Though the privacy of the data consumer is preserved, the
data provider’s privacy is not ensured in NDN as the data consumer needs to use
the public key of the provider for data integrity. In this paper, we proposed a
ring key based digital signature based NDN to ensure data provider’s privacy in a
Participatory Sensor Network. The proposed solution can be implemented in many
PSN based applications which heavily depend on shared data.
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